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Introduction 
The classical Hahn-Mazurkiewicz theorem [7] says that a compact connected 
metric space X is the continuous image of the closed unit interval if and only if X 
is locally connected. We begin by stating two “shape analogs” of the Hahn- 
Mazurkiewicz theorem as questions. By a compactum we mean a compact metric 
space. A connected compacturn is called a continuum. 
Question 1. For which continua X is there a continuum X’ shape equivalent to X 
which is the continuous image of some cell-like continuum? 
Question 2. For which continua X is every continuum X’ shape equivalent to X 
the continuous image of some cell-like continuum? 
In order to discuss these questions, we introduce a few definitions. By the Hilbert 
cube Cl, we mean the countable product of closed unit intervals Q = Hz, [-1, l] 
with its usual metric d({xi}, {y,}) = CT=, (xi -y,)/2’. A continuum Xc Q is said to 
be cell-like (= CE) if X is contractible in each of its neighborhoods, that is, if for 
each open U =, X the inclusion X+ U is nullhomotopic. It is well known (see 
Lather [IO]) that being CE is a topological property. Similarly, a compact subset 
X of Q is said to be UVk if for every neighborhood U of X in Q, there is a smaller 
neighborhood V of X such that the map V+ U induces the zero map on homotopy 
groups in dimensions =G k. 
In this paper we will be dealing extensively with countable inverse systems. We 
will denote such a system by {X,,fi}, where the Xi are objects and J:Xi+Xi_r is 
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a morphism for each i > 1. If j> i, we will denote the composite morphism 
h+, O. * * o$ by j&. If (X, *) is a pointed continuum, we can write (X, *) = 
@((K,, *), ai), where each Ki is a finite CW complex. By pro-rri(X, *), we will 
mean the system { ri( Ki, *), ai*} of groups and homomorphisms. See [ 1 l] for details. 
An inverse system {Gi, hi} of groups and homomorphisms is projinite if for each 
i there is a j > i such that im( Gj) c Gi is finite. Profiniteness says that the system 
{Gi, hi} is equivalent as a system to a system of finite groups. 
The system {Gi, hi} of groups and homomorphisms is Mittag-Lefler if for each 
i there is a j 2 i such that for each k 2 j and g E G, there is a g’E G, such that 
h,(g) = h,,(g’). the Mittag-Leffler condition says that for each i the sequence 
{im hik}Tcl stabilizes and that the system {G,, hi} is equivalent as a system to a 
system of surjections. 
Clearly, every profinite system of groups and homomorphisms is Mittag-Leffler. 
A pointed continuum (X, *) is said to be pointed l-movable if pro-n,(X, *) is 
Mittag-Leffler. If the pointed continuum (X, *) is pointed l-movable, then the 
system pro-ri(X, *) is independent (as a system) of the choice of * E X. If (X, *) is 
pointed l-movable, we will frequently omit the basepoint and refer to pro-rrlX. A 
particularly sobering example of what can happen in the absence of pointed 
l-movability is given in [ll, Example 4, p. 1321. 
Question 1 was answered by Krasinkiewicz and McMillan. In [8] and [12] these 
authors showed that the continuous image of a pointed l-movable continuum is 
pointed l-movable so, in particular, the continuous image of a CE continuum is 
pointed l-movable. In [9], Krasinkiewicz showed that every pointed l-movable 
continuum is shape equivalent to a locally connected continuum. (See [3] for an 
alternate proof and generalization.) By the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz theorem, this latter 
space is the continuous image of the unit interval, which is cell-like. Combining 
these results gives: 
Theorem 3 (Krasinkiewicz-McMillan). Let X be a continuum. The following are 
equivalent: 
(i) X is pointed 1 -movable. 
(ii) There exists a continuum X’ shape equivalent to X which is the continuous 
image of a cell-like continuum. 
The main purpose of this paper is to answer Question 2. Here is our main theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let X be a continuum. The following are equivalent: 
(i) pro-rrlX is projinite. 
(ii) Every continuum X’ shape equivalent to X is the continuous image of a 
UV’-continuum. 
(iii) Every continuum X’ shape equivalent to X is the continuous image of a CE 
continuum. 
The implication (ii)=+(i) in Theorem 4 is due to Mrozik. In proving the main 
theorem of [ 131, he shows that if a continuum X does not have profinite pro-rr,, 
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then there is a continuum X’ shape equivalent to X which is not the continuous 
image of a UV’-space. Our proof of Theorem 4 therefore consists of showing that 
if X is a continuum with pro-r, profinite, then X is the continuous image of some 
cell-like continuum. Note that the entire theorem follows from this, since cell-like 
continua are UV’ and since every UV’-continuum has profinite pro-rr,. This also 
shows that Theorem 3 remains true if condition (ii) is replaced by: 
(ii)’ There exists a continuum X’ shape equivalent to X which is the continuous 
image of a UV’-continuum. 
In the last section of this paper, we supply a short proof that (ii) j (i) in Theorem 4. 
I would like to thank the Polish Academy of Sciences and H. Torunczyk and 
J. Krasinkiewicz in particular for providing the pleasant atmosphere in which 
Theorem 4 was discovered. 
1. Generalities and motivation 
A map f: X + Y between locally compact metric spaces is said to be proper if 
f’(K) is compact for each compact K c Y. A proper map f: X + Y is said to be 
CE if f’(y) is CE for each y E Y. Similarly, f is UVk if f’(y) is UVk for each 
y E Y. Note that each of these conditions implies that f is surjective. If f: K + L is 
a UVk-map between polyhedra, then for every map LY : Pkfl + L of a (k+ l)- 
dimensional polyhedron P into L, and E > 0 there is a map Cu : P+ K such that 
dist( a, f 0 5) < e. See [lo] for details. f is said to be a hereditary shape equivalence 
(= HSE-map) if for each closed Zc Y, f 1 :f-l(Z)+ Z is a shape equivalence. A 
CE map is an HSE-map if its range is finite-dimensional. See [2] for details. For 
Q-manifold enthusiasts, there is a pleasant criterion for detecting HSE-maps: 
f: X + Y is an HSE-map iff when X = Q x [0, 1) as a Z-set the resulting decomposi- 
tion Q x [0, 1) + Q x [0, 1) uf Y is shrinkable by isotopies. 
We will say that compact metric spaces X and Y are HSE-equivalent if there 
exist a third compact metric space Z and HSE-maps c, : Z + X, c2 : Z + Y. The proof 
that HSE-equivalence is an equivalence relation requires the following lemma. If 
f: A+ C and g: B+ C are maps, then by the pullback off and g, we mean the 
diagram: 
f’ 
E-B 
A-C 
f 
where E ={(a, b)EAx BIf(a)=g(b)}. 
Lemma 5. In the pullback diagram above, if A, B, and C are compact and f is a 
hereditary shape equivalence, then f’ is a hereditary shape equivalence. 
Proof. Iff: A + C is an HSE-map, it is not difficult to check that f x id : A x B + C x B 
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is also an HSE-map. Let T(g) = {(c, b) E C X BI g(b) = c}. Then T(g) is compact 
and (fx id)] : (fx id)-‘(r(g))+ T(g) is an HSE-map. But (fxid)-‘(T(g)) is just E 
and T(g) = B in such a way that (fx id)] becomes f’. Thus, f’ is an HSE-map. 0 
Given Lemma 5, it is easy to show that HSE-equivalence is an equivalence relation. 
Suppose that W and X are HSE-equivalent with HSE-maps c1 : 2 + W and c2 : Z + X 
and that X and Y are HSE-equivalent with HSE-maps c:: Z’-+ X and CL: Z’+ Y. 
Consider the diagram 
2” 
where Z” is the pullback of c2 and c: . The composition of HSE-maps is clearly an 
HSE-map, so the compositions Z”+ W and Z” + Y give an HSE-equivalence from 
W to Y. the notion of UVk-equivalence is defined and shown to be an equivalence 
relation in an analogous fashion. 
Our interest in continuous images of CE continua is related to our attempts to 
verify the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. Let X be a continuum. The following are equivalent: 
(a) For every continuum Y shape equivalent to X and strong shape equivalence 
f: X + Y, there exist a continuum Z and HSE-maps c, : Z + X, c2 : Z + Y such that 
f OCl'C2. 
(b) pro-rl(X) is projinite. 
This conjecture is a technical refinement (suggested by Geoghegan) of a conjecture 
due to Hastings. Note that since shape equivalent continua are strong shape 
equivalent, the conjecture asserts that shape equivalent continua with pro-r, 
profinite are HSE-equivalent. 
Here are some known results concerning this conjecture: 
(b)+(a) The main result of [6] says that every strong shape equivalence between 
continua with pro-r1 profinite factors as above by UVk-maps for any finite k. If f 
is a homotopy equivalence or if X and Y are locally connected plane continua, 
then f factors as above without any conditions on pro-r1 [S, 11. 
(a)*(b) This was proven by Mrozik [13]. 
The conjecture implies Theorem 4. If X is a continuum with pro-r,X profinite, 
then by Theorem 3, X is shape equivalent to a locally connected continuum Y. If 
cp : I + Y is a map of the unit interval onto Y and c, : Z + X, cz : Z + Y are the 
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HSE-maps given by the conjecture, we have a diagram: 
Z’ 
If Z’ is the pullback of cp and cz, we see that the map Z’+ I is HSE, which implies 
that Z’ is CE, and that the map Z’ -+ Z is surjective, which implies that X is the 
continuous image of the CE set Z’. This condition was used in [4] and in [13] to 
show that certain continua (with nonprofinite pro-r,, of course) were not HSE- 
equivalent. 
2. The proof of Theorem 4 
The proof of Theorem 4 is so similar to the proof of the main theorem of [6] that 
we will sketch the proof and refer the reader to that paper for details. If X is a 
continuum with pro-rr,X profinite, we can write X as an inverse limit X = lim(Ki, ai) - 
where each Ki is a finite polyhedron, rl(Ki) is finite for each i, the bonding maps 
induce surjections ai*: rl(Ki) + rl(K,_,), and the cokernel Of (Yi*: r2(Ki) + mz(Ki_1) 
is finite for each i. The details of this may be found in [6, Proposition 3.21. 
It suffices to construct a strictly commuting diagram 
P2 PI A 
D,M--- Dz -D,-D, f--a. 
in which the Di are contractible, the vi are surjective, the Pi are pullbacks of the zli 
and the ai+r, and the pi are surjective. Letting Z = lim(D,, pi), we see that the - 
induced map v : Z + X is surjective, since if {xi} E &I(&, LY,), we can choose %r E D, 
with v,(X,) = x1. The pair (x,, $) then defines an element of P1, so we can choose 
& E D2 with pu2(X2) = (x,, X1). The pair (x3, X2) is in P2, and we continue, producing 
{Xi} E l&(Di, pi) which maps onto {x,}. 
Before constructing the necessary diagram, we introduce some notation. If X and 
Y are compact metric ANR’s, a map p: X + Y is said to have the approximate 
homotopy lifting property (AHLP) with respect to a compact metric space Z if for 
everyhomotopyf:ZxI+ Y,mapF,:Z+X,withp~F,=f]Z~{0},and~>Othere 
is a map F:Zxl+X such that F,=FIZx{O} and d(poF(z, t),f(z, t))<E for 
each (z, t) E Z x I. p is called an approximate jibration if p has the AHLP for all 
compacta. We call p an AF”-map if p has the AHLP for all n-dimensional compacta. 
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If X and Y are CW complexes and f: X + Y is a map, then the homotopyfiber of 
f is the fiber of the mapping path fibration [ 14, p. 991 off: 
The main tool in this paper, as in [6], is the following result from [3]. 
Proposition 6 [3, Theorem 2’1. If f: K + L is a map between finite polyhedra and the 
homotopy fiber off has jinite skeleta, then for each n there exist a jinite polyhedron 
17, a CE-PL map c: z + K, and an AF”-map f: I? + L such that f 0 c is homotopic 
to f: 
Choose a fixed integer k 2 2. As explained in [3, Lemma 3.21, if f: K + L is a 
map between finite polyhedra which have finite fundamental groups, the homotopy 
fiber off has finite skeleta. In particular, the map * + K, from a point to K, has 
finite skeleta. We can therefore use Proposition 6 to construct a contractible polyhe- 
dron D1 and an AFk-map vi : D, + K, _ Next, form the pullback, PI and note that, 
since vi is AFk, the diagram 
Q -P, 
is homotopy Cartesian through dimension k, which implies that the homotopy fibers 
of PI + D, and CQ : K2 + K, are homotopy equivalent through dimension k. Since 
the homotopy fiber of P, + D, is homotopy equivalent to P,, this says that PI is 
equivalent to the homotopy fiber of CY~ through dimension k. If 9 is the homotopy 
fiber of LYE, we have the homotopy exact sequence 
which implies that v,( 9) = rl( P,) is finite. We can therefore construct a contractible 
polyhedron D, and an AFk-map ku2 and define the other maps to make the diagram 
commute. v2 is an AFk-map because it is the composition of an AFk-map and the 
pullback of an AFk-map, so we can continue the process, building the desired 
diagram. 
2.1. The proof that (ii)+(i) in Theorem 4 
In [13], Mrozik defined the notion of a CE component in a compactum X by 
declaring points x and y to be in the same CE component if and only if there exist 
a cell-like space 2 and a map f: 2 + X such that x, y E f(2). An HSE-map between 
compacta induces a bijection of CE components via the usual pullback construction. 
Thus, an HSE-equivalence between compacta induces a bijection of CE components. 
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Proposition 7. CE components are preserved under UV’-maps. 
Proof. One can define an analogous notion of UVk-component for any k>O. A 
simple pullback argument proves that UVk-components are preserved under UVk- 
maps and that a UVk-equivalence induces a bijection of UVk-components. Since, 
by Theorem 4, every UV’-space is the continuous image of a cell-like space, the 
notions of CE component and UVk-component agree for k 3 1 and CE components 
are preserved under UV’-maps. 0 
We proceed with our proof that (ii)+(i) in Theorem 4. 
We may assume, first of all, that (X, *) is pointed l-movable, since otherwise 
Theorem 3 shows that no space shape equivalent to X is the continuous image of 
a cell-like set. By [3, Theorem 1’1, X is shape equivalent to a continuum X” such 
that X”= lim(K,, (wi), where each Ki is a finite polyhedron and each Lyi: Ki+ Ki_, - 
is a PL Up-map. Such maps induce surjections on r,, so, we may assume that 
rl(K,) is infinite. An inverse limit of polyhedra and UV”-maps is locally connected, 
so X” is locally connected and path connected. Let p: k, + K, be the universal 
cover of K, . Since k, is an infinite-sheeted cover, we can find a proper embedding 
cp : [0, CO) + il. Since the maps (Y~ are Uv”, we can lift p 0 cp to a map p : [0, 00) -+ X” 
such that d (proj 0 p’, p 0 cp) is as small as we like. Replacing cp by a lift of proj 0 p, 
we may assume that we have a proper embedding cp :[O, ~0) + I?, and a map 
p : [0, 00) + X” such that proj 0 /* = p 0 cp. 
Let X’c X”x [0, l] be the union of X”x{O} with the image of 7: [0, co)+ 
X” x [0, l] defined by T(t) = (p(t), eP’). X’ is clearly a compacturn shape equivalent 
to X”. Let r: X’+ X” be the retraction induced by the projection X”X [0, l] + X”. 
Now consider the map proj 0 r : X’+ K, . Taking the pullback of the cover p : z1 + K, 
gives a diagram: 
cp and r combine to define a proper embedding p:[O, co)+_%‘. 2’ consists of $!’ 
together with the images of countably many translates of p obtained by letting the 
covering transformations of i, act on the pullback. The key point in all of this is 
that 2’ is not connected. The interested reader can write down explicit formulas 
using the maps constructed above and the embedding 2’~ X’x J?, c X” x [0, l] x 
k,. This is essentially the construction used in [l], except that there they worked 
with the explicit case of X = Xl’= K, = S’, J?, = R’, and p(t) = t. In that case, X’ 
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Fig. 1. X’. 
Fig. 2. 2’. 
is the circle with a spiral (see Fig. 1) and the covering space 2’ looks like Fig. 2. 
Now, suppose that Z is a cell-like space and that J: Z -+ X’ is a map. Then there 
is a map f: Z + k1 which covers proj 0 r 0J: f and f combine to define a map 
F : Z + 2’. Since the rays which cover the image of T are in separate components 
from X”, the image of F is contained either in some ray or in 2”. In either case, 
the image of $0 F =f cannot be all of X’. Since CE components are invariant 
under HSE-equivalence, this construction also shows that X’ is not HSE-equivalent 
to X. This argument gives: 
Proposition 8. If (X, *) is a pointed continuum such that pro-rr,(X, *) is not profinite, 
then there is a continuum X’ shape equivalent to X which is not the continuous image 
of a cell-like space. 
Corollary 9. If X is a continuum which is pointed l-movable but for which pro-rr,X 
is not profinite, then there exists a continuum X’ which is shape equivalent to X but 
not HSE-equivalent to X. In fact, X’ is not even UV’-equivalent to X. 
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